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Abstract 
 
The paper proposes an efficient and novel approach of Malayalam character recognition which acquires higher recognition rate 
for entire character set of Malayalam script. The proposed scheme follows a three stage feature extraction. In the first stage we 
are grouping characters into different classes based on the number of corners, bifurcations, loops and endings. In the second 
phase we are identifying exact character in the class based on the different feature extraction technique specially defined for each 
class. In the third stage we are checking the probability of occurrence of the current character in the given position based on 
defined rules for the formation of words.  
© 2016 The Authors. Published by Elsevier Ltd.  
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1. Introduction 
 
Handwritten Character Recognition (HCR) is the process of translating image of handwritten or 
typewritten characters into automated machine recognition object. HCR works based on properties of the character 
set to improve and integrate the human computer interaction. A number of techniques of Pattern Recognition such 
as Template Matching[16], Neural Networks[9][15], Syntactical Analysis, Hidden Markov Models[4] Bayesian 
Theory[12], etc. have been explored to develop HCRs for different languages. 
 
The HCR system consists of different stages as image acquisition, preprocessing, segmentation, feature 
extraction, classification and recognition and post processing. Out of these stages feature extraction stage is most 
important stage where fundamental component of characters called features are extracted to remove redundancy 
from data and to capture important information. 
 
Malayalam is the principal language of Kerala, belongs to the southern India derived from the Grantha 
script, which is highly related to Tamil and Sanskrit. Malayalam language consists of largest number of characters 
among all Indian languages. It comprises of the following character types as 13 vowels, 36 consonants, 5 chillu or 
pure consonants, 4 consonant signs, 12 vowel signs, an anuswaram, etc. 
 
Malayalam character set is represented in Fig1. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Fig. 1.Malayalam character set; 
 
Isolated nature without cursive writing, no upper and lower case difference, characters distinct with small 
variation in appearance, existence of two different scripts, Old Script and New Script, use of conjuncts and 
combinational letters, characters rich in shape and subjected to many variation in terms of writing are some 
important features of Malayalam characters which makes the recognition of handwritten character a difficult task. 
There are different techniques developed for Malayalam HCR.  
The rest of the paper is organized as follows: Section 2 discuss different current existing technique on 
Malayalam character recognition. Section 3 gives detail description of the proposed method and section 4 the 
conclusion. 
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2. Related Works 
 
Selection of a feature extraction method is the most important factor in acquiring high recognition performance. 
Different feature extraction technique developed for Malayalam character recognition are based on statistical 
features(probability theory and Statistical distribution of pixels of an image), structural features(topological and 
geometrical properties of the character), global transformations and moments feature(feature vector formed by first n 
coefficients of the Fourier Transform that represents outline of the image).  
Only very few works are reported in Malayalam HCR. The OCR system devised by Centre for 
Development of Advanced Computing (CDAC) Thiruvananthapuram, Kerala develops the first method in the field 
of Malayalam character recognition. It uses Otsu’s algorithm for binarization and Projection profile method for 
skew detection and correction of image.  
The method based on global transformation is presented in [1] [14] [17]. In this method preprocessed 
character images with projection profile (histogram of on pixel in parallel line) is created as first step. Now one 
dimensional transformation is applied on this projection profile to form feature vector from the smooth components 
of the transform coefficients. 
 
New technique developed is based on chain code [2][8]. It represents the boundary of character by a 
connected sequence of straight line segments of specified length and direction. The direction of each image is coded 
both as four directional and as eight directional elements. Then chain code histogram and normalized chain code 
histogram of chain code are considered as the feature set of the given character. 
 
New method developed in this field is explained in [3]. In this technique we identify transitions point of 
edges and run length count. For each image we apply Fixed Meshing which is the process of dividing the image into 
N equal size block. Then we find the horizontal run length count (contiguous group of 1’s encountered in a left to 
right) and vertical run length count (contiguous group of 1’s encountered in top to bottom) for each block 
 
Authors in the paper [4] propose a new structural feature extraction technique. Here different features 
considered are angle between the base line and global center of gravity, aspect ratio, distance between local center 
of gravities in each cell and global center of gravity, number of black pixels in each of the region above the 
diagonal, below the diagonal, left and right of vertical line, intensity value of the diagonal elements in each cell, etc 
 
Another method developed in [5][7] recognizes combinational characters. In this method after extracting 
the character into a matrix and checking the length by width ratio of the matrix we classify the connected characters 
as horizontal recurrence, vertical recurrence or special recurrence. In case of vertical recurrence, special recurrence 
and horizontal recurrence the letter gets horizontally and vertically partitioned based on most probabilistic 
occurrence of the high intensity. 
 
In paper [6] a new method of combining n-gram segmentation along with geometric feature extraction 
methodology is implemented. Different geometric features extracted are number of multiple loops in a character, 
corner, edges and boundary which are extracted by using mathematical morphology method. A high threshold is 
used to start boundary curves and a low threshold for continuing it. 
 
In paper [18][20] authors proposes two stage approach. In the first stage, we apply an unsupervised 
clustering method to create a smaller number of groups of character classes. In the second stage, we consider a 
supervised classification technique in each of these smaller groups for final recognition. 
 
3.Proposed System 
 
Recognition rate and accuracy is the critical factor in determining the efficiency of the HCR system. As 
seen in the previous section of related works, we understood that recognition rate of Malayalam characters lack 
accuracy. So to improve the efficiency of Malayalam HCR system we propose a new method, based on three stage 
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feature extraction technique. In this technique we are extracting the geometrical, structural and statistical properties 
of the character. 
 
3.1 Pre-processing  
Pre-processing is an essential and very crucial step for subsequent phases in Optical Character Recognition. 
Pre-processing of this method encompass binarization, segmentation and thinning operations which results in noise 
free binary images that are single pixel wide skeletons. 
 
3.2 Feature Extraction  
Here we are having three stage feature extraction 
 
3.2.1 Stage-I  
In this stage every character may be identified by its geometric specifications such as corners, endings, 
bifurcations and loop. Then we classify the characters into different groups based on similar geometrical features. 
Different geometrical feature considered for recognition are.  
Corner: 
They are points before and after which the gradient of the pattern changes [19] as shown in Fig2 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Fig 2:corner 
 
Ending:  
They are points where the character ends and no more connected pixels can be identified beyond [19] as shown in 
Fig4. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Fig3:Ending 
Bifurcation:  
They are points where a single line gives rise to two other lines or meeting point of two lines[19]as in Fig5. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Fig 4:Bifur 
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Loop:  
These are circular enclosing where there are no starting and ending point. Most of the character consists of certain 
shapes which resembles circle as shown in Fig 6. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Fig 5:loop  
For feature extraction of each character we start traversing from the lower leftmost point of character where 
black pixel is encountered. Then continue in clockwise direction until we reach all the black pixel of the image. We 
store the pixel values of the traversed image in an array and check the relationship of each pixel with the 
neighbouring pixel. Based on these relationships we analyse whether the given pixel is a corner, ending or 
bifurcation. If it is found to be any of the features then we increment the count of that feature for that character. For 
analysing the loop we check whether each black pixel has been previously encountered or not. If it is previously 
encountered then we consider it as a loop. After analysing all the features of character the similar shaped characters 
with same number of features as well as the maximally misrecognized characters are merged into one group. 
 
Different groups formed from the similar characters are given in below table. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Fig 6:Character groups 
 
Now in the second stage we recognize each individual character based of features selected for each group. 
 
3.2.2. Stage-II  
Feature extraction technique used by different group for recognizing each character among the groups is 
given below.  
Group-I.  
Features used by the given group for character identification is centroid of the image, relative position of 
end points with respect to the centroid of the image and distance of the end point from the centroid. We also 
consider the water reservoir principle [10]. If water is poured from one side of a component, the cavity regions of 
the component where water will be stored is consider as a feature for the character classification. Different reservoir 
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is top/bottom Reservoir: The reservoir obtained when water is poured from top or bottom of the component. Left or 
right Reservoir: When the water is poured from left or right side of the component. The cavity regions of the 
components where water will be stored are considered as specific feature for character recognition of given group. 
 
Group-II  
Here we calculate size of the character and compare it with respect to size of previous character. If size is 
same as the previous character then we consider it as consonant 'O' else if size is smaller than size of previous 
character then we consider it as anuswaram. 
 
Group-III  
To identify the characters in this group first we calculate the distance between the adjacent corners of each 
character to compare with size of character and area of small region before the corner. Then calculate the distance of 
end points from lower leftmost part of the character which will be unique for each character. These features are used 
for identifying each character in this group. 
 
Group-IV  
Convert image into size of 125X125 and divide it into four equal parts. Features selected for classification 
are number of black pixels in each of the region above and below the diagonals of the four rectangles, number of 
black pixels in the region to the left and right of the vertical line which equally divides the image into two, number 
of black pixels in the region above and below the horizontal line which equally divides the image into two, number 
of black pixels above and below the main diagonal of the image. By considering these features we can identify each 
individual character in this group. 
 
Group-V  
Here we are using the count of cross points (conversion from black pixel to white pixel) in the given image 
as the feature. We are analysing count of both the horizontal and vertical cross points to improve the efficiency of 
character recognition. 
 
Group-VI  
This is the group with more resemble characters so to have a good recognition rate we are using chain code. 
For extracting chain code features, edge of binary image is traced from bottommost leftmost point. The direction of 
each segment is coded both as four directional and as eight directional. The chain proceeds in clock wise manner 
and it is carried out till starting point is revisited. Then the chain code histogram (CCH) is calculated from the chain 
code representation of the counter. This way we obtain the features for the given group of character. 
 
Group-VII  
We can identify the character based on HLH intensity patterns. First we apply horizontal check and find the 
high probabilistic recurring times of HLH patterns. Similarly image is processed for the vertical pattern. This is 
achieved by converting the image into matrix and analysing the pattern formed by continuous sequence of ones in 
both the horizontal and vertical direction. 
 
Group-VIII  
We are recognizing the characters in this group based on the run length count (RLC) which is count of the 
contiguous blocks of 1s in the image. Horizontal run length count which is obtained by scanning the image from left 
to right and vertical run length count obtained by scanning the image from top to bottom are considered as the 
feature vector for the given group. We recognize each character by using this feature set. 
 
Group-IX  
This group consists of the different compound characters used in the Malayalam. Here we are classifying 
each character by using the feature extraction technique based on HLH intensity pattern. Horizontal recurrence, 
vertical recurrence and special recurrence of the compound character are identified and each character is recognized 
accordingly. 
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These are the different feature extraction technique used in character recognition of each character among 
the given groups. To improve the correctness of given system we include the next stage where we check whether the 
occurrence of the character at a given position is valid or not. 
 
3.2.3 Stage-III  
In this stage we are considering the words rather than a single character. There are certain constraints in 
formation of Malayalam words. So we are checking whether the character assumed after the second stage will fit 
with the given constraints to form the corresponding word. If the assumed character violates the constraints then we 
again check with the most possible occurring character among the group that accepts the given constraints. Thus this 
provides the most efficient way of Malayalam handwritten recognition. 
 
Different rules regarding the formation of Malayalam words are: 
 
1. No two vowel character comes adjacent to each other in a word.  
2. No two chillu comes adjacent to each other.  
3. No two consonant sign characters come adjacent to each other. 
4. Vowel sign except '  ' will not come adjacent to each other.  
5. Consonant sign and dependent vowel sign does not come adjacent to vowel character. 
6. Pure consonants will not appear as first character of the word.  
7. Vowel sign character except '  ' and ' ' will not appear as first character of the word. 
8. Vowel characters will appear only as the first element in a word.  
9. The character’ ’ will comes after the vowel characters  , ,  and all consonant characters. 
10. The character ‘ ’ will comes after vowel character  and all consonant characters.  
11. The characters that will not come next to character ‘ ’ are , , , and . 
12. The characters that will not come next to character’ ’ are , , .  
13. The characters that will not come next to character’ ’ are , ,  , , , .  
14. The characters that will come next to character ‘ ’ are , , , , , , , . 
15. The characters that will not come next to character’ ’ are , , , , , , .  
16. The characters that will come next to character ‘ ’ are , , , , , , , , , , dependent 
vowel, chillus , compound characters and consonant sign. 
17. The characters that will come next to character’ ’ are , , , , , , , , , dependent vowel 
,chillus, compound characters and consonant sign. 
18. The characters that will come next to character’ ’are  , , , , , . 
19. The character that will come next to character’ ’is . 
 
4.Conclusion  
This is a promising method for character recognition in Malayalam characters. Here we are implementing a 
three stage feature extraction technique which uses structural, statistical and moment variant features of the 
character. Recognition conducted in different stages improves the efficiency, recognition rate and accuracy of the 
given system. The proposed system works better than the different methods that are been already developed in this 
field. 
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